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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which connection can use load balancing?
A. Policy Server to User Store
B. Reporting Server to Policy Server
C. Administrative UI to Policy Server
D. Reporting Server to Report Database
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Exhibit:
You are troubleshooting disk connectivity issues on an SC9000. The SC9000 has two SC220
enclosures on one chain and two SC280 enclosures on the other chain. You verify the physical
cabling and discover the array is cabled as shown in the exhibit.
What identities the issue with how the environment is cabled?
A. Chain containing the SC280 storage enclosures must be divided into two separate chains
B. Chain containing the SC220 storage enclosures is cabled incorrectly
C. Chain containing the SC220 storage enclosures is cabled incorrectly
D. Chain containing the SC220 storage enclosures must be divided into two separate chains
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your
convenience, the scenario is repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal
and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is exactly the same in each question in this
series.
You are a database administrator for a company that has an on-premises Microsoft SQL Server
environment and Microsoft Azure SQL Database instances. The environment hosts several
customer databases, and each customer uses a dedicated instance. The environments that you
manage are shown in the following table.
You need to configure the Contoso instance.
How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer, select the appropriate
Transact-SQL segments in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation
Box 1: show advanced options
Advanced configuration options are displayed by first setting show advanced option to 1.
Box 2: max worker threads
SQL Server uses the native thread services of the operating systems so that one or more
threads support each network that SQL Server supports simultaneously, another thread
handles database checkpoints, and a pool of threads handles all users. The default value for
max worker threads is 0. This enables SQL Server to automatically configure the number of
worker threads at startup. The default setting is best for most systems.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/database-engine/configure-windows/configure-the-max
-worker-threads-serv
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